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Registration Form 

Please complete the details below and return to your team manager. 

Player Name:  _______________________________________________________________________________  

Address:  __________________________________________________________________________________  

 __________________________________________________________________________________________  

Player Contact Number (if applicable):  ___________________________________________________________  

Player Date of Birth:  _________________________________________________________________________  

 

Name of Person responsible for the account 

Full Name:  _________________________________________________________________________________  

Contact Number:  ____________________________________________________________________________  

Email Address:  ______________________________________________________________________________  

By signing this form, I acknowledge and agree to the following:  

1. I agree to pay the full player game fees of $275 by the second round of competition, I am aware that failure 

to pay these fees will result in the player being removed from the court  and will not be allowed to play any 

further games until the full fees are paid. 

 

2. I understand that Notorious Basketball Academy remains the owner of all club loan singlets. Loan singlets are 

supplied to each player on a loan basis only while playing for Notorious Basketball Academy. At the end of 

each season, players are required to return the club loan singlet to your team manager or the club delegate. 

Failure to return the club loan singlet will result in an invoice of $65 being issued for replacement. (I would 

add that each player has the responsibility of keeping the singlet in a tidy condition. Also I would add that if 

the singlet is lost or damaged during the season there will be a fee associated with replacing it. 

 

3. I understand that player fees are set at the beginning of each season. The club cannot be responsible for 

ensuring that each team pays a different amount per season based on the number of weeks when the team is 

not rostered to play (Bye). Therefore, game fees are an average across all normal competition weeks excluding 

semi and grand finals. These fees will need to be paid before the Commencement of the game. 

 

4. I understand that no refund is given for games that the player misses due to suspension or injury. Where a 

severe injury causes the player to miss out on the rest of the competition (only severe injuries sustained with 

4 weeks or more from the semi-finals warrant the player the credit for next season), a credit will be raised 

towards the player’s fees for next season and it will be discounted by 50% off the cash payment as a show of 

good faith. The players will need to pride Notorious Basketball with a medical certificate as acceptable 

evidence of the injury.  

5. I understand that Active Kids Vouchers are only able to be redeemed for the player that is registered to play 

with Notorious Basketball or attends its development training. No cash refund will be given for any part of an 

Active Kids Voucher. 
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6. I understand that training allocations are limited, some teams choose not to undertake training and some 

children choose not to attend development training, there is no partial refund if your team/player chooses 

not to train. 

 

7. I understand that once a player has registered to the team and three rounds of competition have been 

completed there is no refund should the player choose not to continue playing with Notorious Basketball 

Academy and chooses to leave the team. 

 

8.  I acknowledge that I have received a season information sheet document which outlined the breakdown of 

the registration fees.  

 

9. I understand that no refund is given for games not played unless the remainder of the season is cancelled by 

the Bankstown Basketball Association.  Refunds of cash payments can be allocated towards the following 

seasons fees or by bank deposit into your nominated bank account.  Refunds will be valid for 12 months from 

issue date of credit note. 

 

10. I understand that coaching at games is managed by non-paid volunteers, I agree to respect their decisions 

regarding player rotation. Any player or parent that has any issues with a particular coach’s behaviour can 

email the Academy Director with a formal complaint which will be passed onto the Association to investigate. 

 

11. I understand that club players are covered under the Basketball NSW Player Injury insurance and claims are 

made via the Basketball NSW website. 

 

12.  I understand and acknowledge that Notorious Basketball have the righ to enage third parties such as debt 

collection agencies or legal practitioners  to collect any outstanding invoices or retrieving singlets. The cost of 

engaging third parties will be added to the initial amount owed to Notorious Basketball and is payable by   , 

by the player (or parent/guardian of player if the player is under the age of 18) 

 

 

 

Signed:________________________________________________________ 

 

Name:_________________________________________________________Date______________________ 


